Introduction
This paper focuses on the following two questions relating to the inverse Galois problem:
(1) (Beckmann [2] ) Is every finite Galois extension of Q the specialization of a
Galois branched covering of P 1 defined over Q and with the same Galois group? (2) (Birch [3] ) Given a finite group G, is there a tamely ramified normal extension F/Q with Gal(F/Q) ∼ = G?
We obtain affirmative answers to these questions for every finite central extension group G of some nonsolvable groups G. For both problems, the lifting step from G to G is done via central twist-type arguments and the corresponding results for abelian (kernel) groups.
In Section 2, we introduce some notations and definitions and we quote known results that will be used later on.
Black already noted in [5] that an affirmative answer to Beckmann's question for all alternating groups follows from a construction of Mestre. The main result of Section 3 is that, for n = 4, 6, 7, this also holds for every finite central extension group G of A n .
Apart from Mestre's result, another essential tool in our arguments is the abelian case of Beckmann's problem solved in [2] .
Dèbes proved in [9] that Beckmann's question for abelian groups also admits an affirmative answer over every field (instead of Q). As a consequence, our main result is valid over every field K of characteristic 0. Moreover, for every Hilbertian field K of characteristic 0 and every finite central extension group G of A n (n = 4, 6, 7), we prove the following generalization of Beckmann's question: every Galois extension of K with group H ⊆ G arises by specialization of some K-regular Galois extension of K(T ) with group G.
In order to obtain this, we use the analogous generalization of Dèbes' result alluded to the above.
Section 4 is devoted to Birch's question, which is the original motivating problem of this paper.
We first prove that this problem behaves well under finite central group extension and we also get a "regular version" of this good behaviour. Of course, we always need to assume that the corresponding embedding problems are solvable.
We then obtain an affirmative answer to Birch's problem for every finite central extension group G of each of the following groups: all alternating groups A n , all symmetric groups S n , and the two smallest sporadic simple groups M 11 and M 12 (Mathieu groups). To do so, we use suitable known Q-regular Galois realizations over Q(T ) for each of the groups listed above. Moreover, we show that almost all the above groups G can be realized as Galois groups of regular extensions of Q(T ) admitting tame rational specializations.
For A n , n = 4, 6, or 7, this affirmative answer also appears as a consequence of the main result of Section 3, in its most general form.
Background
In the following, only characteristic 0 fields will be considered. We denote by K a fixed algebraic closure of such a field K.
Specialization
Let G be a finite group. A G-extension of K is a Galois field extension L/K, together with a
where L t 0 is the compositum of all residue fields of primes above T − t 0 in L T /K(T ). As defined, it is always a field extension.
If L T is the splitting field over
such that f(t 0 , X) has a nonzero discriminant, then L t 0 is nothing but the splitting field over K of f(t 0 , X). Moreover, given an unramified prime (T − t 0 ), there always exists such a polynomial f(T, X) (see, e.g., the proof of [20, Lemma 5.6]).
From Krasner's lemma, the following lemma follows.
Lemma 2.1 (cf. [20, Lemma 5.6] ). Let K be a field complete with respect to a real valua-
to a subgroup of G well-defined only up to inner conjugation in G.
Let S be a finite set of primes of
We say that
Implicitly, we always assume that such a prime P 0 has been chosen; hence H :=
The arithmetic lifting property
We say that a finite group G has the arithmetic lifting property over K if every G-exten-
This agrees with the definition in [4] , where the equivalent terminology of "Galois branched coverings of P 1 defined over K" is used instead of "K-regular Galois extensions specialization of some K-regular G-extension of K(T ) (cf. [6, 18] ). Number fields are far from being large.
The arithmetic lifting property for a finite group G over a field K is also satisfied if there is a generic G-extension over K (cf. [4, Proposition 1.2]). The generic assumption is known to hold, among others, for symmetric groups, finite abelian groups with no elements of order 8, and some dihedral groups (cf. [4, 20] ).
As a generalization of a result of Beckmann (cf. [2] ), Dèbes proved the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2 (cf. [8, 9] ). The arithmetic lifting property holds for every finite abelian group A and over every field K.
Moreover, given an arbitrary finite set D ⊂ P 1 (K), every A-extension of K arises by specialization of some K-regular A-extension of K(T ) with no geometric ramified primes in D.
For other known results concerning the arithmetic lifting property, we refer the reader to [5, 7] .
Central embedding problems
Given an exact sequence of finite groups
and an epimorphism ϕ : G K → G, we can consider the following diagram:
This is called an embedding problem and will be denoted by (π, ϕ).
we say it is proper when it is an epimorphism.
We only consider central embedding problems; that is, we always assume that C lies in the center of G. In this case, from a given solution ϕ to (π, ϕ) and every χ ∈
, we obtain new solutions to (π, ϕ) as χ· ϕ; moreover, all solutions are of this type.
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Let ε ∈ H 2 (G, C) be the cohomology class corresponding to the group extension
3) and let ϕ * :
The embedding problem (π, ϕ) is solvable if and only if ϕ * (ε) = 0; ϕ * (ε) is called the obstruction to (π, ϕ).
In case G = A n , there is the following result of Mestre, from which he obtained regular realizations of A n over Q(T ).
Proposition 2.3 (cf. [15] ). Let K be a field of characteristic 0 and let n ≥ 5 be an odd natural number. There exists a nonzero polynomial
. . , a n ) = 0, then P(X) has a nonzero discriminant and there exists a degree n−1 polynomial Q(X) ∈
(ii) up to squares in K(T ), P(X) and F T (X) have the same discriminant as polynomials in X, (iii) all inertia groups in Gal K(T ) (F T (X)) are cyclic groups of order 3.
Following Mestre, we say P(X) is H-general if H(a 1 , . . . , a n ) = 0.
Under the hypothesis in Proposition 2.3, we consider an epimorphism
and a finite central extension
From condition (iii), it follows that, if 3 does not divide the order of C, then the obstruction to the embedding problem (π, ϕ T ) is constant (cf. [22] ); that is, it lies in
with the obstruction to (π, ϕ t 0 ) for every unramified T = t 0 ∈ K (as, e.g., t 0 = 0).
To close this section, we quote a known general fact (see, e.g., [10] ) that will be used later on.
Lemma 2.4. Let G ⊆ S n be a permutation group and let L/K be a G-extension of infinite
The arithmetic lifting property for central extensions of A n
The main result of this section is that every finite central extension group of A n (n = 4, 6, or 7) has the arithmetic lifting property over every field K of characteristic 0. In order to obtain a stronger version of this result for Hilbertian K, we need the corresponding stronger form of Proposition 2.2. The following generalization of the arithmetic lifting property for finite abelian groups was already mentioned in [9] . We prove it here for the convenience of the reader.
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a finite abelian group and let L/K be a Galois field extension with Galois group isomorphic to a subgroup H of G. Let t 0 ∈ K be given. Then L/K arises by specialization at T = t 0 of some K-regular G-extension of K(T ) which, moreover, can be required to be unramified above an arbitrary finite set D ⊂ P 1 (K) given in advance.
Proof. Let χ : G K → H be the epimorphism obtained from the given H-extension L/K. Let
Since G is finite abelian, it is known that there exists a K-regular G-extension of
Next, consider the constant homomorphism ψ T :
We define the homomorphism φ T :
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1, as we can assume that S also contains a prescribed finite set D ⊂ P 1 (K); in other words, we can assume ϕ T (and hence φ T )
being unramified above D. Galois group is isomorphic to a subgroup of G. Then L/K arises by specialization of some
Proof. Let K be a field of characteristic 0 and let
be a given finite central extension of the alternating group A n .
For n ≤ 3, G must be an abelian group since A n is cyclic. Hence, the stated result follows from Proposition 3.1.
From now on, we assume n = 5 or n > 7.
Now, suppose I is a subgroup of G and let M/K be a given I-extension correspond-
Following [15] , the even n case will be deduced from the odd n case.
Lemma 2.4 allows us to assume that L is the splitting field over K of some degree
More precisely, since P(X) is H-general, there exists some
as in Proposition 2.3 so that we can take L T to be the splitting field over
We may take t 0 = 0 for odd n and t 0 = a for even n.
Thus, we can consider an epimorphism ϕ T :
and ϕ t 0 = ϕ. We make the following assumption that will be proved below.
From π, we obtain a central extension of π(I)
As ϕ t 0 and ϕ both are solutions to (π I , ϕ), there exists some χ ∈ Hom(G K , C) such that χ · ϕ t 0 = ϕ. From Proposition 3.1, there exists some K-regular epimorphism χ T ∈ Hom(G K(T ) , C) such that χ = χ t 0 and χ T does not ramify where ϕ T does.
As ϕ T and χ T define linearly disjoint extensions over K(T ), the morphism
must be an epimorphism; in addition, since χ T and ϕ T are K-regular, it holds that
To conclude the proof of Theorem 3.2 it remains to prove Assumption 3.3. Chapter IV, Corollary 6.2]). We can thus replace, if necessary, ϕ by ϕ and I = ϕ(G K ) by
From now on, we assume C ⊆ I or, equivalently, I = I · C.
There is nothing to prove if the exact sequence
splits. In this case, ϕ T already gives a solution to (π, ϕ T ) unramified at T = t 0 , namely,
Assume π does not split. Since we are only considering n = 5 or n > 7, A n is a perfect group with Schur multiplier isomorphic to Z/2Z. A minimal subgroup H ⊆ G such that π(H) = A n must be isomorphic to A n , the only nontrivial central extension of
A n by Z/2Z (universal central extension). Hence, H is a central extension of A n by τ , for some τ ∈ C of order 2.
Let C be the 2-Sylow subgroup of C and define G = C · H. A complement C of C in C must also be a (central) complement of G in G.
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Consider the natural central extension
Every solution to the embedding problem (π, ϕ T ) defines a solution to (π, ϕ T ) via the inclusion G ⊆ G. Moreover, we stress the fact that the obstruction to the embedding problem (π, ϕ T ) vanishes at T = t 0 , since G = G × C (internal direct product) and (π I , ϕ) is solvable by hypothesis.
Thus, in order to prove Assumption 3.3, we can assume that C is a 2-group and that the embedding problem (π I , ϕ) is solvable. We still denote by ϕ a proper solution to (π I , ϕ) and by M/K its corresponding I-extension.
Consider the natural central extensions
7)
and let ε 1 , ε 2 , and ε 3 be its corresponding cohomology classes in H 2 (G i , τ ).
Note that G 3 = G 1 × G 2 (internal direct product) and γ 2 is nothing but the restriction of π to H. For i = 1, 2, p i : G 3 → G i will denote the natural projection.
Consider the natural epimorphisms
and let L i /K be the corresponding subextensions of the prefixed I-extension M/K. Clearly,
Since there are no elements of order 3 in τ , the comment following Proposition 2.3 ensures that the obstruction to the embedding problem (γ 2 , ϕ T ) is constant (but not necessarily trivial). Note that, as in [15] , this also holds for even n; indeed, the inertia groups of the corresponding A n -extension of K(T ) are all contained in inertia groups of some A n+1 -extension obtained from Proposition 2.3.
Consider the constant epimorphism φ T :
specializes at T = t 0 (and at every T = t ∈ K) to ϕ 1 . The obstruction to (γ 1 , φ T ) must be constant and equal to the obstruction to (γ 1 , ϕ 1 ).
As
, the obstruction to the embedding problem (γ 3 , ϕ T · φ T ) is nothing but the sum in H 2 (G K(T ) , τ ) of the obstructions to (γ 2 , ϕ T ) and (γ 1 , φ T ). Thus it must be constant too.
Moreover, the obstruction to (γ 3 , ϕ T · φ T ) must be trivial since it vanishes at the unramified point T = t 0 , as ϕ is indeed a solution to (γ 3|I , ϕ 3 ).
It must be also a solution to (π, ϕ T ).
Now, suppose that ϕ T is ramified at T = t 0 . As ϕ T and φ T are both unramified at T = t 0 , so is ϕ T · φ T . Thus, (the image of) every inertia group in G = ϕ T (G K(T ) ) must be contained in the kernel τ of γ 3 . Let ω T ∈ Hom(G K(T ) , τ ) be the epimorphism corresponding to a τ -extension of K(T ) totally ramified at T = t 0 as, for example, the splitting
and (π, ϕ T ), necessarily unramified at T = t 0 as its inertia generator is τ · τ = 1.
This achieves the proof. In other words, given a field K of characteristic 0, every finite central extension group of A n (n = 4, 6, 7) is the Galois group of a K-regular extension of K(T ) with a completely split prime of degree 1.
Remark 3.5. We dropped case n = 4 because A 4 is neither cyclic nor perfect. The given proof does not work either in cases n = 6, 7 because the Schur multipliers of A 6 and A 7 are isomorphic to Z/6Z, thus having elements of order 3.
Nevertheless, something can be said in these cases since the proof of Theorem 3.2 works under the assumption that there is a subgroup H ⊆ G isomorphic to A n or A n and such that π(H) = A n .
For example, Theorem 3.2 is valid for G = A n and G = A n , for every n.
Central embedding problems and tame ramification
Throughout this section we assume that, for every prime p, a prime p of Q over p has been fixed and we denote by D p (resp., I p ) its decomposition (resp., inertia) subgroup in G Q .
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From a given global homomorphism ϕ : G Q → G, we then obtain corresponding local
gives rise to local embedding problems
that will be denoted by (π, ϕ p ), even though ϕ p : G Qp → G is not necessarily an epimorphism.
In this section, we usually refer to "Hilbert's irreducibility theorem" as establishing that, given indeterminates T = (T 1 , . . . , T d ) and given a separable monic polynomial
The following result shows that tameness can always be preserved when solving properly finite central embedding problems over Q and "over Q(T )." (i) If ϕ : G Q → G is an epimorphism such that the embedding problem (π, ϕ) is solvable and ϕ is tamely ramified, then there exists a tamely ramified proper solution to (π, ϕ).
(ii) If ϕ T : G Q(T ) → G is a regular epimorphism such that the embedding problem (π, ϕ T ) is solvable and the specialization of ϕ T at some T = t 0 ∈ Q is tamely ramified, then there exists a Q-regular proper solution to (π, ϕ T ) whose specialization at some (hence infinitely many) T = t 1 ∈ Q is tamely ramified.
Proof. (i) By assumption, (π, ϕ) is a solvable embedding problem and thus this also holds for all local embedding problems (π, ϕ p ).
Given arbitrary local solutions { φ p } p∈S to (π, ϕ p ) for the primes in a finite set S, there always exists a global solution ϕ to (π, ϕ) such that
Moreover, ϕ is a proper solution to (π, ϕ) provided that C ⊆ ϕ(G Q ). This can be easily ensured by demanding ϕ |Ip = φ p |Ip for well-chosen local solutions φ p to (π, ϕ p ) at all primes in a finite set T , which may be taken disjoint from S; for example, if p ∈ T splits completely in the extension defined by ϕ, we can always choose φ p such that φ p (I p ) is a cyclic subgroup of C given in advance.
Thus, we only need to show that the local embedding problems (π, ϕ p ) admit tame solutions for all p dividing the order of C. These are the only potentially wild primes by the tameness hypothesis on ϕ.
, then all solutions to (π, ϕ p ) come (by fiber product) from pairs of solutions to the natural associated problems (π i , ϕ) with kernel C i .
So, we can assume that C is a cyclic group of prime power order l m . Certainly, only the case l = p must be considered.
What remains to be proved is that, for every finite central embedding problem (π, ϕ p ),
with cyclic kernel C p of p-power order, if (π, ϕ p ) is solvable and ϕ p is tame, then there exist tame solutions to (π, ϕ p ).
By the tameness hypothesis, H p := ϕ p (I p ) must be a normal cyclic subgroup of G p whose order is not divisible by p. Thus,
Next, we consider the (solvable) embedding problem (π, ψ p )
naturally obtained from (π, ϕ p ), where H p is a complement of C p in H p .
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From the commutativity of the natural diagram
and condition C p ∩ H p = {1}, it follows that G p is isomorphic to the fiber product
The embedding problem (π, ψ p ) admits unramified solutions, ψ p being unramified. Hence (π, ϕ p ) admits tame solutions, since ϕ p is tamely ramified.
(ii) Let ϕ T be a solution to (π, ϕ T ). From Hilbert's irreducibility theorem and Lemma 2.1, there must be some t 1 ∈ Q such that ϕ T is unramified at T = t 1 , ϕ t 1 is tame,
The specialization ϕ t 1 of ϕ T at T = t 1 is a solution to the central embedding problem (π, ϕ t 1 ). We know from (i) that (π, ϕ t 1 ) admits a tamely ramified proper solution, which must be of type χ · ϕ t 1 for some χ ∈ Hom(G Q , C).
By Proposition 2.2, χ can be obtained as the specialization at T = t 1 of some Qregular epimorphism χ T ∈ Hom(G Q(T ) , C) such that χ T does not ramify where ϕ T does.
The specialization of χ T · ϕ T at T = t 1 is precisely χ · ϕ t 1 , which has been chosen to be tamely ramified.
It only remains to observe that the disjoint ramification assumption ensures that χ T and ϕ T define linearly disjoint extensions over Q(T ) so χ T being Q-regular, C must be
Remark 4.2. Theorem 4.1 is also valid if we replace "tame" by "unramified at all primes in a prefixed finite set." It suffices to note that local (solvable) embedding problems (π, ϕ p ) always admit unramified solutions, provided ϕ p is unramified.
We now apply Theorem 4.1 to known regular extensions of Q(T ) in order to obtain new affirmative answers to Birch's problem stated in the introduction. Moreover, for a finite solvable G we can replace "tame" by "unramified at an arbitrary prefixed finite set" (cf. [11, Theorem 6.2] ).
Case n ≥ 5. In this case, A n is a perfect group with Schur multiplier M isomorphic to Z/6Z for n = 6, 7 and to Z/2Z otherwise.
Consider the universal central extension of
For every field K and every epimorphism ϕ : G K → A n , the solvability of (π, ϕ)
ensures the solvability of every finite central embedding problem for ϕ.
From Theorem 4.1, we are finished if we can show that there is some Q-regular
A n -extension of Q(T ) whose corresponding epimorphism ϕ T : G Q(T ) → A n satisfies the following:
(ii) ϕ t 0 is tamely ramified for some (unramified) t 0 ∈ Q.
For n = 6, 7, it suffices to take an H-general polynomial P(X) (of odd degree n or n + 1) with all its roots lying in Q and then invoke Proposition 2.3 (as in the proof of Theorem 3.2). Condition (ii) follows from Lemma 2.1.
For n = 6, it is shown in [17] that the splitting field over Q(T ) of the polynomial
defines a Q-regular A 6 -extension satisfying (i) above.
Unfortunately, it can be seen that p = 2 is wildly ramified in all rational specializations.
Nevertheless, Mestre's construction provides an infinite family of such polynomials depending on a parameter u (the above one obtained with u = 5). Taking u = 2, we obtain (coefficient arrangements included) 9) whose specialization at T = 7 defines an extension of Q which can be checked to be tamely ramified (moreover, it is unramified at p = 2, 3, 5).
Finally, for n = 7 it is also shown in [17] that the splitting field over Q(T ) of the polynomial
defines a Q-regular A 7 -extension satisfying condition (i) above. We check that condition (ii) holds for t 0 = 0. there exists a Q-regular G-extension of Q(T ) whose specialization at some T = t 0 ∈ Q is trivial (i.e., (T − t 0 ) splits completely). Hence, for these values of n, Corollary 4.3 follows directly from Lemma 2.1 and Hilbert's irreducibility theorem. In these cases, moreover, Corollary 4.3 remains valid replacing "tame" by say "all primes in an arbitrary prefixed finite set split completely."
We obtain the same conclusions provided there exists a generic polynomial for G-extensions over Q, since over infinite fields such a generic polynomial must be descentgeneric (cf. [10] ). This is nothing but a particular case of a Grunwald-Wang-type result which is known to hold under the generic assumption (cf. [20] ). Case n ≥ 5. Suppose given a finite central extension
The group S n is a nonperfect one with Schur multiplier isomorphic to Z/2Z and derived subgroup of index 2. It follows that the kernel of every primitive finite central extension of S n must be a 2-group (cf. [12, Theorem 6] ).
By Theorem 4.1, we are thus reduced to considering extensions with a 2-group C as kernel. It remains to show that there is a Q-regular S n -extension of Q(T ) whose corresponding epimorphism ϕ T : G Q(T ) → S n satisfies the following:
(i) the embedding problem (π, ϕ T ) is solvable,
We will do so following Sonn's strategy to prove that, for every G as in Corollary 4.5, there exist Q-regular G-extensions of Q(T ) (cf. [23] ).
Let C 2 ⊆ S n be the subgroup generated by a 2-cycle and let
be the corresponding central extension.
Since A = π −1 (C 2 ) is an abelian finite group, from Proposition 2.2 we readily obtain a Q-regular A-extension of Q(T ) whose specialization at some T = t 0 is tame. Let ϕ T : G Q(T ) → A be its corresponding epimorphism.
Suppose that the quadratic extension K T /Q(T ) obtained from ϕ T := π • ϕ T is the splitting field over Q(T ) of a degree-2 monic polynomial f(T, X) ∈ Q[T, X]. Lemma 2.4 allows us to assume that P(T, X) = f(T, X) (X − a i ) is an H-general polynomial of odd degree n or n + 1, for well-chosen a i ∈ Q.
Given a new indeterminate U, Proposition 2.3(i) ensures that
A n ∼ = Gal Q(T )(U) P(T, X) − U · Q(T, X) ⊆ Gal Q(T,U) P(T, X) − U · Q(T, X) . (4.13)
As the discriminant of f(T, X) is a nonsquare in Q(T ), this also holds for P(T, X). Thus, from Proposition 2.3(ii) we obtain an epimorphism ϕ T,U : G Q(T,U) −→ Gal Q(T,U) P(T, X) − U · Q(T, X) ∼ = S n . (4.14)
Since we are assuming that C is a 2-group, the obstruction to the embedding problem (π, ϕ T,U ) does not depend on U; it must be trivial since this holds at U = 0, ϕ T being a solution to (π, ϕ T,0 ). Hence, the obstruction to (π, ϕ T,u 0 ) must be trivial for all (unramified) u 0 ∈ Q.
In addition, Lemma 2.1 and Hilbert's irreducibility theorem ensure that there exists u 0 ∈ Q such that ϕ T,u 0 (G Q(T ) ) = S n and ϕ T,u 0 admits tame specializations (since
Finally, we note that the S n -extension of Q(T ) defined by ϕ T,u 0 must be Q-regular since this is so for its only nontrivial normal subextension K T /Q(T ). 
